
Your digital classroom.

Wherever you are. 



Introducing COOL
Easy IT for the 21st century classroom 

COOL is an all-in-one online learning suite 

that empowers learning, saves teaching time 

and simplifies your school’s IT. It combines 

the best of G Suite for Education and unique 

classroom management tools. With our free 

COOL Platform and premium COOL modules we 

empower 1,600+ schools around the world.

COOL offers a user-friendly dashboard for all 
relevant educational apps with just one single 
login; live monitoring of student devices; simple 
picture and QR login for younger students; 
powerful exam app and plagiarism check and 
so on. COOL truly  opens up innovative ways of 
teaching and learning, both in class and at home.

Make learning  
easy, fun and 

innovative 
with COOL.
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Discover COOL

We empower IT admins by syncing 
schools’ SIS with COOL for easy and 
secure user management.

We empower students by giving 
them easy and independent access 
to all their educational apps.

We empower teachers by facilitating 
their daily educational tasks and  
enhancing classroom control.

Empower learning, save teaching time and simplify IT 

Students Teachers IT admins
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All-in-one
platform
for everyone
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COOL at a glance
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Easy sign on methods      

Say goodbye to hard-to-remember passwords.

COOL Picture login allows younger students to log in by 
themselves. All students need to do is click on the right 
picture(s) and there they are: logged in and ready to start 
learning. Instead of a classic username and password 
combination, pictures serve as login details linked to their 
Google Account.

COOL Picture login    

COOL QR login gives students the additional log in 
option to simply scan their badge and get started. 
This also means distance learning just got easier: 
By combining Picture login with QR login, children 
can login securely and independently when they’re 
learning from home.

COOL QR login
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COOL Monitoring  

Actively involve students in class work by opening or closing websites 
in their browsers, simply from your own device. Open up new ways 
of mutual learning, for example by sharing students’ screens on 
your interactive display in front of the class. Let students work 
independently, without losing control of your classroom.

Manage your classroom. Stay in control. 

Monitor the screen of one, several or all students to keep track of their 
progress in real time. Provide guidance during the learning process 
instead of afterwards! Need your students’ full attention? Lock their 
browsers for any number of minutes when giving your group direct 
instruction. Or lock them in COOL Exam app, where students can only 
access apps and websites selected by their teacher.
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COOL Exam app

COOL Exam app helps students stay on task. When their device is locked in Exam app, 
they can only access applications, websites and documents selected by their teacher. 
This means more focus and less cheating while teachers can easily keep control. 
Teachers are able to monitor students’ screens during exams in real-time with COOL 
Monitoring.

Switching to Exam app is easy and fast. Within the COOL 
platform, teachers navigate to the ‘Monitoring’ tab, select a 
class or custom group and start monitoring. From there, they 
switch on ‘Exam app’. Within one minute, student devices will be 
locked within the Exam app environment. Once students have 
logged in, the teacher can push individual or group content for 
the assessment.

No cheating, more focus and results
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COOL Plagiarism check

Instantly detect plagiarism in schoolwork submitted through Google Classroom. 
Plagiarism check looks for text matches both online and in other students’ 
submissions. Give feedback based on the scan results and allow your students to 
improve the quality of their work.

Activating Plagiarism check is easy. Checking an entire assignment 
takes just 1 click! Give feedback based on the scan results and allow 
your students to improve the quality of their work. You can scan the 
same document up to 3 times to monitor students’ revisions.

No more copy-paste schoolwork
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COOL Portfolio

COOL Portfolio is a digital learning solution that curates an academic portfolio 
for students while making learning fun. Students can set goals while creating 
their assignments, and see their progress while reaching their goals. Portfolio 
focuses not only on the end result, but also on the entire learning process. 

COOL Portfolio is designed with students, teachers and parents in 
mind. It helps students grow their 21st century skills while seeing 
what they have accomplished along the way.  For teachers it is a great 
assessment tool and for parents COOL Portfolio gives them a glance 
of their child’s progress. It is a great tool for stimulating learning 
interest and motivation.   

Make learning fun for everyone
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Sync with student info system

Link with the administration system of the school 
so that your groups are up-to-date. Accounts can 
be added automatically via COOL Setup Wizard.

Easy asset management

Manage different types of devices within your 
school easily. You can also send direct messages 
to the COOL support team.

Google Classroom integration

Automatically place teachers and students in the 
classroom groups they belong to. This is a powerful 
solution for distance and hybrid learning situations.

More COOL features

Constantly evolving solutions
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Visit cloudwise.cool today and 

let’s innovate learning together!
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http://cloudwise.cool


Cloudwise 
Polanerbaan 11
3447 GN Woerden
The Netherlands

+ 31 (0)85 273 6124

 info@cloudwise.cool

 www.cloudwise.cool

Google for Education
Partner

COOL is a 
product of

https://www.cloudwise.cool/
https://www.facebook.com/COOL-Cloudwise-111561070375290/
https://www.instagram.com/coolcloudwise/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/64560789

